1(Introduction(
The! Spanish! Transition! is! the! political! process! through! which! Spain! stopped! being! a! dictatorship! and! became! a! democratic! state.! This! is! how! Guillamet! (2002)! and! Soto! (1994)!interpret! this! historical! period.! Such! a! political! change! process! came! also! along! with! adjustments! at! legislative,! economic,! social,! political,! and! journalistic! levels! (Barrera,! 1995) .! Nevertheless,! what! do! we! consider! as! 'Spanish! Transition'! in! terms! of! time?! This! question! has! never! been! exempt! from! a! deep! controversy.! Whereas! most! of! the! historians!agree!that!Franco's!death!is!the!start!point!of!the!transition,!they!have!never! reached! a! consensus! about! its! ending.! Accordingly, ! Guillamet! (2002) ! stresses! that! the! political! change! finished! with! the! referendum! on! the! Constitution,! whereas! Mauri! (2010)!considers!that!the!transition!concluded!when!PSOE!won!the!general!elections!in ! 1982 ! ,! and! Tussel! (1995 ! asserts! that! the! political! change! was! done! when! Spain! came! into!the!European!Economic!Commission!(CEE)!in!1986.!! Bearing!this!intense!debate!in!mind,!and!considering!that!both!seven!years!(1975A1982)! as! well! as! eleven! years! ! (1975A1986)! are! very! extensive! studying! periods,! we! have! followed!the!literal!meaning!of!the!word!'transition'!("the!evolution!from!one!state!form! to! another",! according! to! the! Spanish! Royal! Academy)! to! select! our! studying! period.! Accordingly,!the!Spanish!Transition!has!been!interpreted!in!this!study!as!the!time!lapse! during! which! Spain! moved! from! dictatorship! to! democracy.! And,! this! is,! according! to ! Soto! (1994 the!selected!period.!As!the!reprisals!against!journalists!in!Spain!occurred!until!1982,!we! must!highlight!that!the!informative!transtion!took,!at!least,!from!1966!(when!the!law!for! press!-law!14/1966!of!18 th !of!MarchA!was!passed!by!the!Francoist!Courts)!to!the!general! elections! held! in! 1982! (Meneses,! 2008) .! Considering! these! statements,! and! bearing! in! mind! that! we! are! analysing! official! newspapers! during! the! transition,! we! could! have! posed!a!different!studying!period.!Nevertheless,!as!this!study!aims!at!explaining!how!the! political! change,! understood! as ! Guillamet! (2002 )! and! Soto! (1994 ! define! it! in! terms! of! time!(1975A1978),!affected!the!official!press,!we!will!focus!on!the!process!through!which! Spain! gained! officially! the! status! of! democracy.! This! is,! from! November! 1975! to! December!1978.!! Thus,! to! carry! out! this! research! we! have! analysed! seven! official! newspapers! edited! in! Spain!during!our!studying!period,!consisting!of!38!months.!At!this!stage,!nevertheless,! what!do!we!consider!as!official!press!in!this!study?!! By!using!this!term!we!refer!to!the!dailies!ascribed!to!the!chain!of!the!Movement's!press,! on! the! one! hand,! and! to! the! Vertical! Trade! Union,! on! the! other.! From! the! 35! existing! official!dailies!at!the!time! (Zalbidea,!1996) ,!we!have!analysed!six!from!the!chain!of!the! movement's!press,!subsequently!(from!the!22 nd !of!April!1977!onwards)!ascribed!to!the! MCSE! (Arriba,$ Solidaridad$ Nacional,$ El$ Pueblo$ Gallego,$ Hierro,$ Sur! and! Odiel),! and! Pueblo,! owned! by! the! Vertical! Trade! ! Union,! a! Francoist! institution! in! charge! of! the! dissemination! of! Francoism's! propaganda! during! the! dictatorship! (Sánchez! Glicerio,! 2002) .!! These! tabloids! had! been! engendered! as! propaganda! tools! at! Francoism's! disposal! (Alférez,! 1986) .! Thus,! during! the! dictatorship,! the! inAchain! newspapers! were! to! follow! the! dictates! coming! from! the! nationalAreference! newspaper,! Arriba,! which,! in! turn,! followed! those! that! came! from! the! National! Movement,! until! its! dissolution! in! April! 1977.!Also!Pueblo,!owned!by!the!Vertical!Trade!Union,!had!to!follow!these!dictates,!at! least,! until! the! Vertical! Trade! Union! was! dissolved! in! 1976! (Gallegos,! 2003) .! Subsequently,!in!June!1978,!Pueblo!was!added!into!the!MCSE.!! Thus,!once!both!institutions,!the!Vertical!Trade!Union!and!the!National!Movement, !had! disappeared!in!1976 !and!1977 ,!respectively!(Montabes!Pereira,!1989 ,!the!official!press! was!included!into!the!MCSE.!In!spite!of!going!on!being!stateAowned!press,!turht!is!that!it! was!left!to!its!fate!in!a!country!in!which!there!was!a!!publications!boom,!such!as!El$País,$ Diario$ 16,$ Cambio$ 16,$ etc.! So,! make! it! or! break! it,! the! official! press! needed! to! evolve! urgently,!adapting!itself!to!the!new!readers'!expectations.!! Concerning!the!former,!on!the!one!hand,!most!of!the!authors!have!traditionally!affirmed! that! the! official! press! kept! on! being! in! communion! with! the! Francoist! ideology! during! the! Spanish! Transition,! thus! not! undergoing! any! evolution! process.! In! this! connection,! Montabes! Pereira! (1989)! asserts! that! the! official! press! went! on! comlying! with! the! propaganda! function! that! it! had! been! entrusted! during! the! dictatorship.! Likewise,! Alferez!(1986)!asseverates!that,!as!official!press,!it!went!on!disseminating!the!Francoist! ideology,!thus!not!allowing!the!entry!of!any!other!ideology,!at!least!during!Arias'!turn!in! the!Spanish!Executive!(Redero!and!García,!1991).! 
2(Hypotheses(and(goals((
This!study!mainly!aims!at!explaining!the!process!through!which!the!official!press!tried!to! adapt!itself!to!the!new!political!landscape!during!the!Spanish!Transition!(1975A1978).!It! also!intends!to!achieve!the!following!goals:! ! Analyse,! at! structural,! ideological! and! journalistic! levels,! the! evolution! process! through! which! the! official! press! tried! to! adapt! itself! to! the! new! political!regime.!! ! ! Evaluate! the! extent! to! which! that! evolution! contributed! to! its! adaptation! to!the!new!political!landscape.!! ! To!reach!these!objectives,!this!study!assumes!as!start!point!that!the!official!press!faced! structural,!ideological,!and!journalistic!updates!as!part!of!its!adaptation!process!to!the! new! political! and! ideological! landscape! during! the! Spanish! Transition.! Apart! from! this! main!assumption,!these!are!the!hypotheses!from!which!we!start!in!this!research:! Likewise,!these!modifications!within!the!syndicalist!daily's!editorial!board,!joined!to!the! convulsion!experienced!in!the!daily's!direction,!also!affected!the!editorialism!during!this! period.! Thus,! whereas! the! publication! of! editorials! was! very! irregular! in! terms! of! frequency!at!the!beginning!of!the!studying!period,!just!two!texts!per!week,!up!to!three! editorials! per! day! were! published! from! July! 1976! onward,! thus! coinciding! with! the! moment! in! which! Adolfo! Suárez! was! inaugurated! as! Head! of! the! Government,! which! also!matched!with!the!incorporation!of!Juan!Ramón!Alonso!as!the!director!of!Pueblo.! Additionally,!editorials!increased!their!interest!in!political!issues!up!to!a!64%!compared! with!the!previous!phase!(Francoism).!In!this!connection,!the!fact!that!editorials!gained! regularity!in!terms!of!frequency!of!publication!shows!that!this!newspaper!was!trying!to! assume!its!role!as!a!political!agent!within!the!Spanish!journalistic!market,!by!increasing! its! activity! as! a! narrator! and! commentator! of! the! political! transition.! Moreover,! the! editorials! also! gained! extension,! filling! ocassionally! up! to! a! full! page.! And! they! also! 
